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Cirano Di Bergerac
Chromatic Cinema provides the first wide-ranging
historicaloverview of screen color, exploring the changing
uses and meaningsof color in moving images, from hand
painting in early skirt dancefilms to current trends in digital
color manipulation. Offers both a history and a theory of
screen color in the firstfull-length study ever published
Provides an in-depth yet accessible account of color's
spreadthrough and ultimate effacement of black-and-white
cinema,exploring the technological, cultural, economic, and
artisticfactors that have defined this evolving symbiosis
Engages with film studies, art history, visual culture
andtechnology studies in a truly interdisciplinary manner
Includes 65 full-color illustrations of films ranging
fromExpressionist animation to Hollywood and Bollywood
musicals, fromthe US ’indie' boom to1980s neo-noir, Hong
Kong cinema, andrecent comic-book films
Cyrano's (the real guy) greatest work, model for much of
Gulliver's Travels, Munchausen and so many other fantasy
books. First published in the 17th Century (Paris, of course),
this elegant satire takes its hero into the solar system, where
he then can freely speak on matters of sex, religion and
humanity. Join the big guy as he wanders about the solar
system, meeting up with Beast-Men, the Solen people, and a
rep from the Kingdom of Love.
Cirano di Bergerac è un dramma in versi scritto nel 1897 da
Edmond Rostand. Narra le avventure di Cirano, poeta e
spadaccino francese del XVII sec., che ama la bella cugina
Rossana ma, afflitto da un naso mastodontico, non osa
confessarle il suo amore. Rossana invece ama Cristiano, un
giovane cadetto di Guascogna, bello ma privo di spirito. Sarà
Cirano, sotto il balcone della fanciulla, a suggerirgli le frasi
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dolci e seducenti che la conquisteranno. L’opera è un’abile e
fortunata ricostruzione romanzesca di un’epoca suggestiva e
di una personalità bizzarra: costituì inoltre una potente
reazione vitalistica alle opacità pessimistiche del realismo
realizzando un felice incontro tra naturalismo ed utopia
fantastica.
In his play "The Romancers" Edmond Rostand satirizes the
sentimentalism and escapism of Romantic literature of his
times. Percinet is the only son of Bergamin and Sylvette is the
only daughter of Pasquinot. Their fathers who are widowers
and neighbors make a plan to marry their children with each
other. In order to accomplish this, the fathers separate their
children so that they may love each other the more, and
desire to be re-united. As a part of their plan, Bergamin warns
his son to stay away from Pasquinot and his daughter.
Similarly, Pasquinot also warns his daughter that she should
not be near to his mortal enemy Bergamin and his son.
Inspite of their fathers' warnings, Percinet and Sylvette fall in
love. They think themselves as the counterparts of Romeo
and Juliet. They are worried that their love will also end in
tragedy like that of Romeo and Juliet. They are emotional,
daydreaming teenagers who have recently finished their
school studies. They are deeply influenced by romantic
literature of their times, especially by the romantic play
"Romeo and Juliet" of William Shakespeare. They are so in
love with each other that they desire to die rather than
separate with each other. Bergamin then hires Straforel and
his company for a fake kidnapping. At midnight hours, when
Percinet and Sylvette are about to meet, Straforel with his
company kidnap Sylvette and put her into the sedan chair.
Percinet hears the cry of Sylvette, jumps over the wall and
fights with his sword. At the same time, as planned,
Pasquinot enters and calls Percinet a hero. He suggests
Bergamin to put an end to their enmity and arrange the
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marriage of their children. Thus in the end the two children
seem like puppets in the hands of their fathers. - MeroSpark
Cloud Reference, http://www.merospark.com
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A genius with language, but convinced of his own ugliness,
Cyrano secretly loves the radiant Roxane. While Roxane is in
love with the beautiful but inarticulate Christian. Cyrano's
generous offer to act as go-between sets in motion a
poignant and often hilarious love-triangle, in which each
character is torn between the lure of physical attraction and
the seductive power of words. Martin Crimp's adaptation of
Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac premiered at the
Playhouse Theatre, London, in November 2019.
Edmond Rostand possiede ogni sorta di piccoli e particolari
talenti. Il suo genio è quello di possederli tutti insieme.
Jacques Copeau
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Diffuso e apprezzato in tutto il mondo fin dalla sua comparsa,
e divenuto in Francia il simbolo della combattività e del
riscatto nazionale dopo le umiliazioni militari della seconda
metà del XIX secolo, il Cyrano di Bergerac continua ad
essere uno dei lavori teatrali più rappresentati al mondo. Nel
nostro paese ne esistono diverse traduzioni che pongono il
problema di quanto il linguaggio dell’opera possa essere
ammodernato. Mentre in Francia è reperibile un’ampia
bibliografia sulla commedia eroica di Edmond Rostand, poco
o niente è stato scritto in Italia. Eppure l’opera si presta ad
analisi letterarie e a studi sull’esuberante personaggio. Il
lavoro di Fabrizio Franchi compie un excursus assai sintetico
su tutti questi temi, privilegiando alcuni aspetti psicologici
della finzione, con l’immaginare cosa possa nascondersi
sotto le apparenze di una tale personalità.
The era of silent film, long seen as black and white, has been
revealed in recent scholarship as bursting with color. Yet the
1920s remain thought of as a transitional decade between
early cinema and the rise of Technicolor—despite the fact that
new color technologies used in film, advertising, fashion, and
industry reshaped cinema and consumer culture. In
Chromatic Modernity, Sarah Street and Joshua Yumibe
provide a revelatory history of how the use of color in film
during the 1920s played a key role in creating a chromatically
vibrant culture. Focusing on the final decade of silent film,
Street and Yumibe portray the 1920s as a pivotal and
profoundly chromatic period of cosmopolitan exchange,
collaboration, and experimentation in and around cinema.
Chromatic Modernity explores contemporary debates over
color’s artistic, scientific, philosophical, and educational
significance. It examines a wide range of European and
American films, including Opus 1 (1921), L’Inhumaine
(1923), Die Nibelungen (1924), The Phantom of the Opera
(1925), The Lodger (1927), Napoléon (1927), and Dracula
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(1932). A comprehensive, comparative study that situates film
among developments in art, color science, and industry,
Chromatic Modernity reveals the role of color cinema in
forging new ways of looking at and experiencing the modern
world.

In this classic scripture of Tibetan Buddhism—traditionally
read aloud to the dying to help them attain
liberation—death and rebirth are seen as a process that
provides an opportunity to recognize the true nature of
mind. This translation of The Tibetan Book of the Dead
emphasizes the practical advice that the book offers to
the living. The insightful commentary by Chögyam
Trungpa, written in clear, concise language, explains
what the text teaches us about human psychology. This
book will be of interest to people concerned with death
and dying, as well as those who seek greater spiritual
understanding in everyday life.
Cyrano de Bergerac falls in love with Roxane but hides
his feelings for her, convinced she can never love him
because of his large nose.
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